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Abstract
In this paper, we design the precoding matrices at the base station side and the combining matrices
at the user terminal side for initial downlink synchronization in millimeter wave massive multiple-
input multiple-output systems. First, we demonstrate two basic requirements for the precoding and
combining matrices, including that all the entries therein should have constant amplitude under the
implementation architecture constraint, and the average transmission power over the total K time slots
taking for synchronization should be constant for any spatial direction. Then, we derive the optimal
synchronization detector based on generalized likelihood ratio test. By utilizing this detector, we analyze
the effect of the precoding and combining matrices to the missed detection probability and the false
alarm probability, respectively, and present the corresponding conditions that should be satisfied. It is
shown that, both of the precoding and combining matrices should guarantee the perfect omnidirectional
coverage at each time slot, i.e., the average transmission power at each time slot is constant for any
spatial direction, which is more strict than the second basic requirement mentioned above. We also show
that such omnidirectional precoding matrices and omnidirectional combining matrices exist only when
both of the number of transmit streams and the number of receive streams are equal to or greater than
two. In this case, we propose to utilize Golay complementary pairs and Golay-Hadamard matrices to
design the precoding and combining matrices. Simulation results verify the effectiveness of the propose
approach.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, utilizing millimeter wave (mmWave) frequency bands from 30 GHz to 300
GHz for cellular wireless communications has received considerable interest from both academia
and industry [1]–[5]. Compared with the existing cellular systems operated at carrier frequencies
below 6 GHz, mmWave frequencies can offer orders of magnitude more spectrum to support
higher data rates. Moreover, the small mmWave wavelengths also make it practical to deploy
massive antenna arrays at both of the base station (BS) and user terminal (UT) sides. Hence
considerable directional beamforming gains can be provided to compensate for the high isotropic
path loss under mmWave frequencies. Therefore, mmWave massive multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) is considered as one of the major technologies for next generation cellular
systems.
Initial synchronization, also referred to as cell search or cell discovery in some literature,
is a basic prerequisite to cellular communications. Generally, a BS broadcasts downlink syn-
chronization signals periodically and a UT utilizes these signals to keep time and frequency
synchronization with the BS, and then payload data transmission can be established. In the
current cellular systems such as long-term evolution (LTE), to ensure cell-wide coverage, a BS
usually transmits downlink synchronization signals by using a fixed wide beam pattern [6]. Only
after the synchronization has been established and the correct beamforming directions have been
obtained, directional narrow beams are used to provide beamforming gains to improve the data
rates.
When considering mmWave massive MIMO systems, it was once mentioned that directional
narrow beams should also be used in the initial synchronization stage, as well as in the data
transmission stage, to overcome the high isotropic path loss. Otherwise, there will be the problem
that at one certain distance between a BS and a UT, although a reasonable data rate can
be achieved by using directional transmission with beamforming gains, the synchronization
cannot be established by using a wide beam pattern with a very low beamforming gain [7],
[8]. On the other hand, it is known that different from data signals, the transmitted downlink
synchronization signals usually consist of a predefined sequence that is foreknown at both of
the BS and UT sides. This may provide additional spreading gains to increase the range of
coverage for synchronization signals. For example in LTE, it is a Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequence
of length 63 [9], and the corresponding spreading gain is about 18 dB. Moreover, although
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3directional transmission increases the range of coverage, it also increases the latency time of
synchronization. This is because multiple narrow beams towards different directions have to be
used at multiple time slots to guarantee omnidirectional coverage in an average sense, since the
correct beamforming directions are not known in the initial synchronization stage.
There have been some studies on mmWave massive MIMO synchronization. The results
in [10], [11] showed that omnidirectional transmission is better than random beamforming,
and full digital architectures with low resolution has significant benefits in comparison with
single-stream analog beamforming. In [12], the authors identified the desired beam pattern in
a targeted detectable region and approximated this beam pattern with the proposed designs.
The optimal beamforming vectors maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values under
different implementation architecture constraints were investigated in [13]. In [14], a per-beam
synchronization approach was proposed to moderate the variance of the beam domain channel.
In this paper, we mainly consider that when the latency time taking for synchronization is fixed,
how to design the precoding matrix at the BS side and the combining matrix at the UT side, to
optimize the synchronization performance. Our main contributions are as follows.
• We demonstrate two basic requirements for the precoding matrices at the BS side and the
combining matrices at the UT side, including that all the entries therein should have constant
amplitude to satisfy the implementation architecture constraint, and the average transmission
power over the total K time slots should be constant for any spatial direction, where K
corresponds to the total latency time taking for synchronization.
• We derive the optimal synchronization detector based on generalized likelihood ratio test
(GLRT). By utilizing this detector, we analyze the effect of the precoding and combining
matrices to the missed detection (MD) probability under two special channel models, re-
spectively, including the single-path channel and the independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) channel, and analyze the effect to the false alarm (FA) probability. We also present
the corresponding conditions that the precoding and combining matrices should satisfy. It
is shown that, both of the precoding and combining matrices should guarantee the perfect
omnidirectional coverage at each time slot, i.e., the average transmission power at each
time slot is constant for any spatial direction, which is more strict than the second basic
requirement mentioned above.
• We show that to guarantee constant amplitude for all the entries in the precoding and
combining matrices, and at the same time guarantee the perfect omnidirectional coverage,
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4both of the number of transmit streams and the number of receive streams should be equal
to or greater than two. In this case, we propose to use Golay complementary pairs and
Golay-Hadamard matrices to design the precoding and combining matrices.
Note that omnidirectional coverage for payload data transmission in traditional MIMO systems
has been considered in [6], where the authors propose a single-stream solution for the precoding
vector, and analyze the system performance in terms of ergodic capacity and bit error rate. In
this paper, we mainly focus on initial downlink synchronization in mmWave MIMO systems.
We use MD probability and FA probability to evaluate the synchronization performance, and
propose a multiple-stream solution for the precoding and combining matrices to guarantee perfect
omnidirectional coverage.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The system model is presented in Section II,
including the synchronization signal model and the channel model. The basic requirements of the
precoding and combining matrices are demonstrated in Section III. The effect of the precoding
and combining matrices to synchronization performance is analyzed in Section IV. The precoding
and combining matrices are designed in Section IV. Numerical results are presented in Section
V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
Notations: We use upper-case and lower-case boldfaces to denote matrices and column vectors.
IM , 1M , and 0 denote the M ×M identity matrix, the M × 1 column vector of all ones, and
the zero matrix with proper dimensions, respectively. (·)∗, (·)T , and (·)H denote the conjugate,
the transpose, and the conjugate transpose, respectively. E(·) refers to the expectation and P(·)
represents the probability. The Kronecker product of two matrices A and B is denoted by
A⊗B. [A]m,n, [A]m,:, and [A]:,n denote the (m,n)th element, the mth row vector, and the nth
column vector of matrix A, respectively, and [a]m denotes the mth element of vector a. diag(a)
and diag(A) denote the diagonal matrix with a on the main diagonal and the column vector
constituted by the main diagonal of A, respectively. δn denotes the Kronecker delta function.(
n
k
)
= n!
k!(n−k)! denotes the combination number. A ∩ B = ∅ means that the intersection of two
sets A and B is the empty set.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Synchronization Signal Model
Consider initial downlink synchronization in a single cell, where the BS periodically transmits
downlink synchronization signals, and a UT detects the presence of these synchronization signals
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5in received signals to keep temporal synchronization with the BS. This is a typical arrangement
in many existing cellular systems such as LTE [9].
We call the time duration that the BS transmits synchronization signals each time as a
synchronization time slot. As an example in LTE, a synchronization time slot corresponds to
an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) symbol period [9]. The UT is assumed
to utilize K consecutive synchronization time slots to synchronize with the BS, where K is an
adjustable parameter yielding a tradeoff between the latency time and the success probability of
initial synchronization.
At the kth synchronization time slot for k = 1, 2, . . . , K, the discrete-time complex baseband
signals can be modeled as
Yk(τ) =
FHk HkWkXk + FHk Zk, H1 : τ = τ0FHk Zk, H0 : τ 6= τ0 (1)
where Xk ∈ CNt×L denotes the synchronization signal transmitted by the BS at the kth time slot,
Nt is the number of transmit streams, i.e., the number of transmit antenna ports, L is the length
of Xk, Wk ∈ CMt×Nt denotes the precoding matrix, Hk ∈ CMr×Mt denotes the channel matrix,
which is assumed to be frequency flat and temporally static in each time slot, but may vary
across different time slots, Mr and Mt are the number of UT antennas and the number of BS
antennas, respectively, Zk ∈ CMr×L denotes the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) matrix
with i.i.d. CN (0, ν) entries, Fk ∈ CMr×Nr denotes the combining matrix, Nr is the number
of receive streams, i.e., the number of radio frequency (RF) chains at the UT, Yk(τ) ∈ CNr×L
denotes the signal observed by the UT at timing offset τ after combining. In addition, hypothesis
H1 represents that timing offset τ is equal to a correct value τ0, hence the received signal is
aligned with the transmitted synchronization signal, and hypothesis H0 means an incorrect τ ,
therefore the synchronization signal is misaligned or absent [15], [16].
In the previous studies on mmWave massive MIMO synchronization, as well as the protocols
of the existing cellular systems, the number of transmit streams for the synchronization signal Xk
was set as Nt = 1 [9]–[12]. Take LTE for example, where Xk is a Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequence
with Nt = 1 and L = 63 used for the primary synchronization signal [9]. In this paper, the
value of Nt is not confined to 1, and the benefits by doing so will be explained in Section V.
In addition, without loss of generality, we assume that Xk satisfies
XkX
H
k =
L
Nt
INt (2)
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6for each k. Otherwise, we can always let Xk satisfy (2) by properly adjusting the precoding
matrix Wk.
As a remark, it is known that mmWave communications should rely on directional transmit-
ting/receiving beams. At the initial synchronization stage, both of the BS and the UT should
find the correct beam directions for payload data transmission. In this paper, we assume that the
entire initial synchronization procedure is divided into three steps. At the first step, when a UT is
power on or moving to a new cell, it should keep downlink time/frequency synchronization with
the BS by utilizing downlink synchronization signals transmitted from this BS. At this step,
the target is reliable synchronization, e.g., minimizing the MD probability, in a fixed latency
time. At the second step, after synchronized with the BS, the UT needs to find the correct
receiving/transmitting beam directions for downlink/uplink transmission. At the last step, the
UT transmits uplink synchronization signals with the previously obtained beam directions, and
the BS finds the correct receiving/transmitting beam directions for uplink/downlink transmission.
In this paper, we focus on the first step.
B. Channel Model
Consider the typical geometric channel model [3], [17], [18]. Both of the BS and UT are
assumed to be equipped with a uniform linear array (ULA). Then the channel matrix Hk in (1)
can be expressed as
Hk =
P∑
p=1
αp,ku(θr,p)v
H(θt,p) (3)
where P denotes the total number of paths, αp,k denotes the complex fading gain of the pth
path at the kth synchronization time slot, θr,p and θt,p denote the arrival and departure angles1
of the pth path, respectively, and the array response vectors are expressed as
u(θr) = [1, e
j2piθr , . . . , ej2pi(Mr−1)θr ]T , 0 ≤ θr ≤ 1 (4)
v(θt) = [1, e
j2piθt , . . . , ej2pi(Mt−1)θt ]T , 0 ≤ θt ≤ 1. (5)
1Here θ represents the virtual angle, also known as spatial frequency. The relation between the virtual angle θ and the physical
angle ϑ is θ = d sinϑ/λ, where λ denotes the carrier wavelength and d denotes the antenna space of the ULA. A typical value
of d is d = λ/2.
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7The complex fading gain αp,k of the pth path is assumed to follow complex Gaussian distribution
with zero mean and variance βp, i.e.,
αp,k ∼ CN (0, βp). (6)
The arrival and departure angles θr,p and θt,p of each path are assumed to keep constant within
these K synchronization time slots since they usually vary slowly compared with the fast fading
[19]–[21]. Different paths are assumed to be uncorrelated, and the temporal correlation of each
path at the kth and lth synchronization time slots is described as ψk,l, i.e.,
E{αp,kα∗q,l} =
βpψk,l, if p = q0, otherwise, (7)
where
ψk,k = 1 (8)
and |ψk,l| ≤ 1 if k 6= l. In addition, the total average gain of all the P paths is assumed to be
normalized, i.e.,
P∑
p=1
βp = 1. (9)
III. BASIC REQUIREMENTS OF PRECODING AND COMBINING MATRICES
A. Implementation Architecture Constraint
In mmWave massive MIMO systems, the precoding and combining are usually implemented
in hybrid analog-digital architectures [22]–[24]. Taking precoding for example, the precoding
matrix in (1) can be decomposed as Wk = Wk,RFWk,BB, where Wk,RF ∈ CMt×NRF and
Wk,BB ∈ CNRF×Nt represent the RF and baseband precoding matrices, implemented in the
analog and digital domains, respectively, and NRF is the number of RF chains satisfying Mt ≤
NRF ≤ Nt. In this paper, we assume that both of the precoding and combining are implemented
in the analog domain using networks of phase shifters. Therefore all the entries in the precoding
and combining matrices should have constant amplitude, i.e.,∣∣[Wk]m,n∣∣ = 1√
Mt
, ∀ m,n, k (10)∣∣[Fk]m,n∣∣ = 1√
Mr
, ∀ m,n, k. (11)
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8Note that this analog-only architecture is a more strict constraint than hybrid architectures, and
the designed precoding and combining matrices under this architecture can also be easily incor-
porated in hybrid architectures. Still taking precoding for example, once Wk has been designed
satisfying (10), we can let Wk,RF = [Wk,0Mt×(NRF−Nt)] and Wk,BB = [INt ,0Nt×(NRF−Nt)]
T , i.e.,
selecting Nt RF chains from the total NRF RF chains to implement Wk in hybrid architectures.
B. Omnidirectional Coverage over Total K Time Slots
To overcome the high isotropic path loss in mmWave frequency bands and extend the trans-
mission range, mmWave massive MIMO systems usually rely on highly directional transmission.
However, in the initial synchronization stage, neither of the BS and UT knows which departure
or arrival direction should be preferred for transmitting or receiving. Therefore, both of them
should transmit and receive the synchronization signals omnidirectionally to guarantee reliable
coverage.
Assume that there is only one single path in (3) with departure angle θt and arrival angle θr,
i.e., Hk = αku(θr)vH(θt). Recall (1) and under H1, the received signal at the UT side at the kth
synchronization time slot without AWGN is FHk HkWkXk = αkF
H
k u(θr)v
H(θt)WkXk. Then,
the sum average signal power over the total K synchronization time slots is
P =
K∑
k=1
Pk =
K∑
k=1
E{‖αkFHk u(θr)vH(θt)WkXk‖2F}
=
L
Nt
K∑
k=1
E{|αk|2}vH(θt)WkWHk v(θt)uH(θr)FkFHk u(θr)
=
L
Nt
K∑
k=1
vH(θt)WkW
H
k v(θt)u
H(θr)FkF
H
k u(θr) (12)
where the average is taken over αk, the third equality is from (2), and the last equality is from
(7) and (9). It is expected that the sum average power (12) is constant for any departure angle
θt and arrival angle θr, i.e.,
K∑
k=1
vH(θt)WkW
H
k v(θt) · uH(θr)FkFHk u(θr) = c, ∀ θr, θt ∈ [0, 1]. (13)
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9To determine the unknown coefficient c therein, we integrate over θr and θt at both sides of (13).
The right hand side is
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
cdθrdθt = c, and the left hand side can be expressed as
K∑
k=1
∫ 1
0
uH(θr)FkF
H
k u(θr)dθr
∫ 1
0
vH(θt)WkW
H
k v(θt)dθt
=
K∑
k=1
tr
(
FkF
H
k
∫ 1
0
u(θr)u
H(θr)dθr
)
tr
(
WkW
H
k
∫ 1
0
v(θt)v
H(θt)dθt
)
=
K∑
k=1
tr(FkF
H
k )tr(WkW
H
k ) = KNrNt
where the first equality is from the fact that tr(AB) = tr(BA), the second equality is because∫ 1
0
u(θr)u
H(θr)dθr = IMr and
∫ 1
0
v(θt)v
H(θt)dθt = IMt , which can be obtained from (4) and
(5) immediately, and the last equality can be obtained from (10) and (11). Therefore, we have
c = KNrNt and can rewrite (13) as
K∑
k=1
uH(θr)FkF
H
k u(θr) · vH(θt)WkWHk v(θt) = KNrNt, ∀ θr, θt ∈ [0, 1]. (14)
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Fig. 1. Comparison of transmit power between two different precoding matrices.
Note that condition (14) implies that the omnidirectional coverage is guaranteed in total
K synchronization time slots in an average sense. Hence we call it average omnidirectional
coverage, and it does not necessarily require wide beams at both of the BS and UT sides when
K > 1, since sweeping a narrow beam towards different directions at different time slots can
also achieve average omnidirectional coverage. For example, in the case with Mt = K = 4 and
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Mr = Nr = Nt = 1, since there is only one single receive antenna, only precoding needs to be
considered. Then (14) becomes
K∑
k=1
uH(θr)FkF
H
k u(θr) = KNt, ∀ θt ∈ [0, 1]. (15)
For the following two precoding matrices
W
(1)
k = [I4]:,k (16)
W
(2)
k =
1
2
[1, ejpik/2, ejpik, ej3pik/2]T , (17)
the corresponding transmit power at each departure angle θt can be obtained according to
vH(θt)WkW
H
k v(θt) for each time slot k = 1, 2, 3, 4, and are plotted in Fig. 1. It can be
observed that, both precoding matrices (16) and (17) can guarantee average omnidirectional
coverage constraint (15) over total 4 synchronization time slots. The difference is that, (16)
guarantees omnidirectional coverage in every synchronization time slot, while (17) generates
narrow beams toward different directions in different synchronization time slots.
IV. EFFECT OF PRECODING AND COMBINING MATRICES TO SYNCHRONIZATION
PERFORMANCE
A. GLRT Based Synchronization Detector
As described in (1), we model the temporal synchronization as a binary hypothesis test problem
[15], [16]. Since there are unknown parameters in (1), including the noise variance ν and the
effective channel matrix Gk , FHk HkWk, we use GLRT to perform synchronization detection
[15], [16]. The test statistic under GLRT is defined as
T ′(τ) = ln
maxG,ν f(Y(τ)|H1,G, ν)
maxν f(Y(τ)|H0, ν)
H1
≷
H0
γ′ (18)
where Y(τ) = [Y1(τ),Y2(τ), . . . ,YK(τ)], G = [G1,G2, . . . ,GK ], γ′ is a threshold value.
Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1: The test statistic (18) is equivalent to
T (τ) =
∑K
k=1 tr(Yk(τ)X
H
k (XkX
H
k )
−1XkYHk (τ)(F
H
k Fk)
−1)∑K
k=1 tr(Yk(τ)Y
H
k (τ)(F
H
k Fk)
−1)
H1
≷
H0
γ (19)
where γ = 1− exp (− γ′
KLNr
)
.
Proof: See Appendix A.
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According to (19), the synchronization detector at the UT is operated as follows. The observed
signal Y(τ) under timing offset τ is used to evaluate the test statistic T (τ), which is then
compared with the threshold value γ. If T (τ) is greater than γ, successful synchronization can
be claimed. Otherwise, the UT adjusts its timing offset τ , e.g., letting τ = τ +1, and re-execute
the above procedure until a successful synchronization appears.
The performance of temporal synchronization is typically characterized by the probability of
MD given the correct timing offset, versus the probability of FA that occurs if synchronization
is declared in error. The MD probability and the FA probability are, respectively, defined as
PMD = P{T (τ) < γ|H1} (20)
PFA = P{T (τ) > γ|H0}. (21)
In the following subsections, we will investigate the effect of the precoding and combining
matrices to the MD and FA probabilities.
B. MD Probability
In this subsection, we mainly investigate the effect of the recoding and combining matrices
to the MD probability. First, we present the following theorem.
Theorem 2: The MD probability (20) can be expressed as
PMD = P
{∑K
k=1 ‖(L/Nt)1/2FHk HkWk + Zk,2‖2F∑K
k=1 ‖Zk,1‖2F
<
γ
1− γ
}
(22)
where Zk,1 ∈ CNr×(L−Nt) and Zk,2 ∈ CNr×Nt are both with i.i.d. CN (0, ν) entries and they are
independent of each other.
Proof: See Appendix B.
By letting
g = vec{[FH1 H1W1, . . . ,FHKHKWK ]} (23)
z1 = vec{[Z1,1,Z2,1, . . . ,ZK,1]}
z2 = vec{[Z1,2,Z2,2, . . . ,ZK,2]},
we can express (22) as
PMD = P
{
((L/Nt)
1/2g + z2)
H((L/Nt)
1/2g + z2)
zH1 z1
<
γ
1− γ
}
(24)
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where z1 ∼ CN (0, νIKNr(L−Nt)) and z2 ∼ CN (0, νIKNrNt). According to (3), (6), and (23), we
have g ∼ CN (0,R) where the covariance matrix can be expressed as
R = E{ggH} =

R1,1 R1,2 · · · R1,K
R2,1 R2,2 · · · R2,K
...
... . . .
...
RK,1 RK,2 · · · RK,K
 . (25)
The (k, l)th subblock in (25) is defined as
Rk,l = E{vec(FHk HkWk)(vec(FHl HlWl))H}
= (WTk ⊗ FHk )E{vec(Hk)(vec(Hl))H}(W∗l ⊗ Fl) (26)
where the last equality is with the fact that vec(ABC) = (CT ⊗A)vec(B). The middle term
in (26) can be further expressed as
E{vec(Hk)(vec(Hl))H} = E
{(
P∑
p=1
αp,kv
∗(θt,p)⊗ u(θr,p)
)(
P∑
p=1
αp,kv
∗(θt,p)⊗ u(θr,p)
)H}
= ψk,l
P∑
p=1
βp(v
∗(θt,p)⊗ u(θr,p))(vT (θt,p)⊗ uH(θr,p)) (27)
where the first equality is from (3) and the last equality is from (7).
From (24), (25), and (26), it can be observed that the precoding and combining matrices
over total K synchronization time slots {Wk,Fk}Kk=1 mainly affect the covariance matrix R of
the effective channel vector g, thereby affecting the MD probability PMD. To further quantify
this effect, we need to derive an exact expression for (24). Before proceeding, we present the
following useful lemma.
Lemma 1: Consider two random variables X =
∑M
m=1 |xm|2 and Y =
∑N
n=1 |yn|2 with
independently distributed entries xm ∼ CN (0, λm) and yn ∼ CN (0, σn). Then the probability
P{X
Y
< t} can be approximated by
P
{
X
Y
< t
}
≈ tM
M∏
m=1
1
λm
∑
l1+l2+···+lN=M
N∏
n=1
σlnn (28)
when t is small.
Proof: See Appendix C.
Note that the M components x1, x2, . . . , xM in X , as well as the N components y1, y2, . . . , yN
in Y , may have different variances. Therefore, X and Y do not follow the standard Chi-squared
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distribution. Hence, X/Y does not follow the traditional F-distribution. The above lemma is
then used to establish the following theorem.
Theorem 3: Let r and {λm}rm=1 denote the rank and the non-zero eigenvalues of R, respec-
tively. Then the MD probability (24) can be asymptotically expressed as
PMD ≈
(
Ntνγ
L(1− γ)
)r(
KLNr − 1
r
) r∏
m=1
λ−1m (29)
when γ is small, where
(
n
k
)
= n!
k!(n−k)! denotes the combination number.
Proof: It can be obtained from Lemma 1 immediately.
The asymptotic result (29) in Theorem 1 presents a simple and useful tool to analyze the
effect of the precoding and combining matrices to the MD probability. From (29), it can be
observed that PMD is mainly affected by the rank r and the non-zero eigenvalues {λm}rm=1 of
R. If we regard PMD as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) value 1/ν, the slope of
the curve in the high-SNR regime as in (29) will be determined by r, and the horizontal shift
of the curve will be determined by
∏r
m=1 λ
−1
m . This is similar to the concepts of diversity and
coding gains of traditional space-time block codes (STBCs), where a good STBC design should
first maximize the diversity gain, and then maximize the coding gain [25]. Here, the same with
the design criteria for STBC, to minimize the asymptotic PMD (29), it is required that the rank
r of R should be maximized first, and then the product of the non-zero eigenvalues
∏r
m=1 λm
of R should be maximized.
However, from (25) and (26) one can see that the rank r and the non-zero eigenvalues {λm}rm=1
of R are determined not only by the precoding and combining matrices {Wk,Fk}Kk=1, but also by
the channel covariance matrix E{vec(Hk)(vec(Hl))H}. This covariance matrix usually depends
on the transmission scenario and the characteristics of the terrain, and cannot be foreknown
in the initial synchronization stage. Therefore, we consider two typical models, including the
single-path channel and the i.i.d. channel. These two models represent two extreme transmission
scenarios, where the former is with a single sparse path while the latter is with sufficiently
rich paths. Note that these two models are mainly used to simplify the theory analysis, and in
numerical simulations we will also use more realistic channel models.
1) The single-path channel: In this case, there is only P = 1 path in (3), and then (27)
becomes
E{vec(Hk)(vec(Hl))H} = ψk,l(v∗(θt)⊗ u(θr))(vT (θt)⊗ uH(θr)) (30)
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where we have utilized (9) and omitted the path index p for notational simplicity. Substituting
(30) into (26) yields
Rk,l = ψk,l(W
T
k v
∗(θt)⊗ FHk u(θr)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ak
)(vT (θt)W
∗
l ⊗ uH(θr)Fl︸ ︷︷ ︸
aHl
). (31)
Let
A =

a1 0 · · · 0
0 a2 · · · 0
...
... . . .
...
0 0 · · · aK

and [Ψ]k,l = ψk,l. Then with (31), we can express (25) as
R = AΨAH . (32)
Assume Ψ is of full rank K. According to the property that two matrices XY and YX have
the same rank and non-zero eigenvalues when X is invertible, we know that the rank and the
non-zero eigenvalues of R in (32) are identical to those of
R˜ = ΨAHA = Ψ · diag{aH1 a1, aH2 a2, . . . , aHKaK}. (33)
With (31) we know that
aHk ak = (v
T (θt)W
∗
k ⊗ uH(θr)Fk)(WTk v∗(θt)⊗ FHk u(θr))
= vT (θt)W
∗
kW
T
k v
∗(θt)⊗ uH(θr)FkFHk u(θr)
= vH(θt)WkW
H
k v(θt) · uH(θr)FkFHk u(θr), (34)
where the second equality is because (A ⊗ B)(C ⊗D) = AC ⊗ BD, and the last equality is
because a ⊗ b = ab for two scalars a and b, and vT (θt)W∗kWTk v∗(θt) is equal to its transpose
vH(θt)WkW
H
k v(θt). With (34) and recall (14), it should be satisfied that
K∑
k=1
aHk ak = KNrNt. (35)
As mentioned before, to minimize the asymptotic MD probability in (29), the rank and
the product of the non-zero eigenvalues of R in (32), i.e., the rank and the product of the
non-zero eigenvalues of R˜ in (33), should be maximized. It is not hard to see that, for an
arbitrary Ψ, the rank of R˜ can be maximized if and only if the K × K diagonal matrix
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diag{aH1 a1, aH2 a2, . . . , aHKaK} is of full rank K. In addition, when Ψ is of full rank K, the
product of the non-zero eigenvalues, i.e., the determinant of R˜ follows
det(R˜) = det(Ψ) det(diag{aH1 a1, aH2 a2, . . . , aHKaK})
= det(Ψ)
K∏
k=1
aHk ak ≤ det(Ψ)
(
1
K
K∑
k=1
aHk ak
)K
= det(Ψ)(NrNt)
K
where the last equality is with (35), and the equality holds if and only if all aHk ak have equal
values, i.e.,
vH(θt)WkW
H
k v(θt) · uH(θr)FkFHk u(θr) = NrNt, ∀ θr, θt ∈ [0, 1] and ∀ k. (36)
Moreover, in (36) we assume vH(θt)WkWHk v(θt) = c and integrate over θt on the interval [0, 1]
at both sides. The right hand side is
∫ 1
0
cdθt = c, and the left hand side is∫ 1
0
vH(θt)WkW
H
k v(θt)dθt = tr
(
WkW
H
k
∫ 1
0
v(θt)v
H(θt)dθt
)
= tr(WkW
H
k ) = Nt
where the first equality is with the fact that tr(AB) = tr(BA), the second equality is because∫ 1
0
v(θt)v
H(θt)dθt = IMt , which can be obtained from (5) immediately, and the last equality
can be obtained from (11). Therefore, we have c = Nt and can rewrite (36) as
vH(θt)WkW
H
k v(θt) = Nt, ∀ θt ∈ [0, 1] and ∀ k (37)
uH(θr)FkF
H
k u(θr) = Nr, ∀ θr ∈ [0, 1] and ∀ k. (38)
One can observe that, conditions (37) and (38) are more strict than (14), since (14) implies that
omnidirectional coverage is guaranteed over K synchronization time slots, while (37) and (38)
mean that omnidirectional coverage should be guaranteed at every time slot. This implies that
omnidirectional transmission is superior to directional narrow beams. In [6], the authors take
cyclic delay diversity (CDD) for example. They illustrate that omnidirectional transmission is
superior to directional narrow beams when considering payload data transmission. Here, we show
that omnidirectional transmission is still superior to directional narrow beams when considering
synchronization signals.
2) The i.i.d. channel: In this case, there are sufficiently large number of paths in (3), and we
have
E{vec(Hk)(vec(Hl))H} = ψk,lIMrMt . (39)
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Substituting (39) into (26) yields
Rk,l = ψk,l(W
T
k ⊗ FHk )(W∗l ⊗ Fl) = ψk,lWTk W∗l ⊗ FHk Fl. (40)
With (40), we can express (25) as
R =

ψ1,1W
T
1 W
∗
1 ⊗ FH1 F1 ψ1,2WT1 W∗2 ⊗ FH1 F2 · · · ψ1,KWT1 W∗K ⊗ FH1 FK
ψ2,1W
T
2 W
∗
1 ⊗ FH2 F1 ψ2,2WT2 W∗2 ⊗ FH2 F2 · · · ψ2,KWT2 W∗K ⊗ FH2 FK
...
... . . .
...
ψK,1W
T
KW
∗
1 ⊗ FHKF1 ψK,2WTKW∗2 ⊗ FHKF2 · · · ψK,KWTKW∗K ⊗ FHKFK
 . (41)
As explained before, to minimize the asymptotic MD probability in (29), the rank and the
product of the non-zero eigenvalues of R in (41) should be maximized. Note that the trace of
the KNrNt ×KNrNt matrix R in (41) is
tr(R) =
K∑
k=1
tr(ψk,kW
T
k W
∗
k ⊗ FHk Fk) =
K∑
k=1
tr(WHk Wk)tr(F
H
k Fk) = KNrNt
where the second equality is with (8) and the property that tr(A ⊗ B) = tr(A)tr(B) and
tr(A) = tr(AT ), and the last equality can be obtained from (10) and (11) immediately. Therefore,
the rank of R can be maximized to be KNrNt and the product of non-zero eigenvalues R, i.e., the
determinant when R is with full rank, can be maximized to be det(R) ≤ ( 1
KNrNt
tr(R))KNrNt =
1 if and only if R = IKNrNt . For an arbitrary channel temporal correlation matrix Ψ with
[Ψ]k,l = ψk,l in (41), the equality R = IKNrNt holds if and only if
WTk W
∗
l ⊗ FHk Fl =
INrNt , if k = l0, otherwise.
This implies that at each synchronization time slot, both of the precoding and combining matrices
should be unitary, i.e.,
WHk Wk = INt , ∀ k (42)
FHk Fk = INr , ∀ k. (43)
Moreover, at two different synchronization time slots, either the precoding matrices or the
combining matrices at these two time slots should be orthogonal to each other, i.e.,
WHk Wl = 0 or F
H
k Fl = 0, ∀ k 6= l. (44)
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C. FA Probability
In this subsection, we mainly investigate the effect of the recoding and combining matrices
to the FA probability. First, we present the following theorem.
Theorem 4: The FA probability (21) can be expressed as
PFA = P
{∑K
k=1 ‖Zk,2‖2F∑K
k=1 ‖Zk,1‖2F
>
γ
1− γ
}
(45)
where Zk,1 ∈ CNr×(L−Nt) and Zk,2 ∈ CNr×Nt are both with i.i.d. CN (0, ν) entries and they are
independent of each other.
Proof: See Appendix B.
It can be observed that neither the precoding matrix nor the combining matrix affects the FA
probability (45). Moreover, note that the left hand side in P(·) in (45) follows the standard F-
distribution. Therefore, according to the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of F-distribution,
a closed-form expression of (45) can be expressed as [26]
PFA = (1− γ)KLNr−1
KNrNt−1∑
m=0
(
KLNr − 1
m
)(
γ
1− γ
)m
. (46)
As a conclusion of this section, we have analyzed the effect of the precoding and combining
matrices {Wk,Fk}Kk=1 to the synchronization performance. It is shown that {Wk,Fk}Kk=1 should
satisfy (37) and (38) to minimize the asymptotic MD probability under the single-path channel,
and satisfy (42), (43), and (44) to minimize the asymptotic MD probability under the i.i.d.
channel. Moreover, it is shown that {Wk,Fk}Kk=1 do not affect the FA probability.
V. DESIGN OF PRECODING AND COMBINING MATRICES
In Section III, it is shown that the precoding and combining matrices {Wk,Fk}Kk=1 should
satisfy conditions (10), (11), and (14) to guarantee the requirements of constant amplitude for
all the entries therein and omnidirectional coverage over total K synchronization time slots. In
Section IV, it is shown that {Wk,Fk}Kk=1 should satisfy conditions (37), (38), (42), (43), and (44)
to minimize the asymptotic MD probability under the single-path channel and the i.i.d. channel.
Note that (14) can be satisfied automatically as long as (37) and (38) have been satisfied, hence
it can be ignored. In this section, we will investigate how to design {Wk,Fk}Kk=1 to satisfy
conditions (10), (11), (37), (38), (42), (43), and (44) simultaneously.
First, to simplify the problem, we consider the case with K = 1, then condition (44) can be
ignored temporarily. Since conditions (10), (37), and (42) are similar to (11), (38), and (43),
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respectively, the design of the precoding matrix and the design of the combining matrix will
also be similar. Therefore in the following contents, we mainly take precoding for example to
describe the design procedure. We rewrite conditions (10), (37), and (42) as
[W]m,n =
1√
M
, ∀ m,n (47)
vH(θ)WWHv(θ) = 1, ∀ θ ∈ [0, 1] (48)
WHW = IN (49)
where we have omitted the subscripts k and t for notational simplicity. We need to design matrix
W ∈ CM×N to satisfy (47), (48), and (49) simultaneously.
Letting W = [w1,w2, . . . ,wN ] and wn = [w1,n, w2,n, . . . , wM,n]T , we can rewrite (48) as
vH(θ)WWHv(θ) =
N∑
n=1
∣∣∣∣∣
M∑
m=1
wm,ne
j2pi(m−1)θ
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
M−1∑
l=−M+1
N∑
n=1
rl,ne
j2pilθ (50)
where
rl,n =

M∑
m=1
wmw
∗
m+l, l = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1
r∗−l,n, l = −M + 1, . . . ,−1
represents the aperiodic autocorrelation function of wn, if we regard vector wn as a sequence
of length M . Substituting (50) into (48) yields
M−1∑
l=−M+1
N∑
n=1
rl,ne
j2pilθ = 1, ∀ θ ∈ [0, 1]. (51)
According to the property of Fourier transform, we know that (51) holds if and only if
N∑
n=1
rl,n = δl, (52)
i.e., the N respective aperiodic autocorrelation functions of {wn}Nn=1 sum to a Kronecker
delta function. We need to design such N vectors {wn}Nn=1 satisfying (52), (47), and (49)
simultaneously.
When N = 1, i.e., there is only one vector w and we have omitted the subscript n for
notational simplicity, condition (52) implies that the aperiodic autocorrelation function of w is a
Kronecker delta function. However, it is known that the aperiodic autocorrelation function of w
is a Kronecker delta function if and only if there is only one non-zero entry in w. This implies
that condition (47) cannot be satisfied simultaneously since it requires constant amplitude for
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all the M entries in w. Therefore, when employing single-stream precoding at the BS side or
single-stream combining at the UT side, it is impossible to generate perfect omnidirectional
beam while guaranteeing constant amplitude for all the entries in the precoding or combining
matrix. In our previous studies [27], [28], we proposed to use ZC sequences as the precoding
vector. Note that this approach can only guarantee equal transmission power in discrete angles,
i.e., quasi-omnidirectional.
However, when N = 2, the situation begins to change. We will show that in this case,
conditions (47), (48), and (49) can be satisfied simultaneously. Before proceeding, we introduce
the Golay complementary pair, which was first proposed by M. Golay in the context of infrared
spectrometry [29]. A Golay complementary pair consists of two binary sequences, i.e., vectors,
with the same length and satisfying the complementary property that the respective aperiodic
autocorrelation functions of these two vectors sum to a Kronecker delta function [30]. There
are many approaches to construct Golay complementary pairs, including direct constructions
and recursive constructions [30]–[32]. Here, we introduce the Golay-Rudin-Shapiro recursion
construction [30], where the two vectors pM,1 and pM,2 of length M are recursively constructed
with the two vectors pM/2,1 and pM/2,2 of length M/2 as
pM,1 =
pM/2,1
pM/2,2
 , pM,2 =
 pM/2,1
−pM/2,2
 (53)
with initial vectors p1,1 = p1,2 = [1]. Moreover, it is shown that the respective aperiodic
autocorrelation functions of pM,1 and pM,2 constructed with (53) sum to a Kronecker delta
function [30].
With the Golay complementary pair, the design is straightforward as long as we let W =
1√
M
[pM,1,pM,2]. Since both pM,1 and pM,2 are binary vectors, condition (47) can be satisfied. The
complementary property of pM,1 and pM,2 lets condition (51), i.e., (48) be satisfied. Moreover,
pM,1 and pM,2 are also orthogonal to each other, hence condition (49) can be satisfied.
Then consider the case with N > 2 and N is even, we can use the Golay-Hadamard matrix
[33], a generalization of the Golay complementary pair, for the design. An M × M Golay-
Hadamard matrix PM can be recursively constructed as
PM =
PM/2 PM/2
P˜M/2 −P˜M/2
 , P˜M =
 PM/2 PM/2
−P˜M/2 P˜M/2
 (54)
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with initial matrices P1 = P˜1 = [1]. For a Golay-Hadamard matrix PM constructed from (54),
it can be proved that the nth column and the (M/2 + n)th column of PM constitute a Golay
complementary pair for n = 1, 2, . . . ,M/2 [33]. By using this complementary property, the
design of matrix W can be completed by selecting the nlth column and the corresponding
(M/2 + nl)th column of PM for l = 1, 2, . . . , N/2, totally N columns, as the columns of W.
In mathematical expression we have
W =
1√
M
[
[PM ]:,n1 , [PM ]:,n1+M/2, . . . , [PM ]:,nN/2 , [PM ]:,nN/2+M/2
]
where n1, n2, . . . , nN/2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M/2} need to be different from each other. Obviously, with
the above constructed W, conditions (47) and (48) can be satisfied. In addition, since PM itself
is a unitary matrix, all the N columns of W will be orthogonal to each other. Hence condition
(49) can also be satisfied.
Finally, we consider the general case with K ≥ 1 and present the design of the precoding
and combining matrices {Wk,Fk}Kk=1. Note that each Wk is of size Mt×Nt and each Fk is of
size Mr×Nr. Let both Mt and Mr be an integer power of 2, and both Nt and Nr be an integer
multiple of 2. Then Wk and Fk can be constructed as
Wk =
1√
Mt
[
[PMt ]:,nt,k,1 , [PMt ]:,nt,k,1+Mt/2, . . . , [PMt ]:,nt,k,Nt/2 , [PMt ]:,nt,k,Nt/2+Mt/2
]
(55)
Fk =
1√
Mr
[
[PMr ]:,nr,k,1 , [PMr ]:,nr,k,1+Mr/2, . . . , [PMr ]:,nr,k,Nr/2 , [PMr ]:,nr,k,Nr/2+Mr/2
]
(56)
where both PMt and PMr are Golay-Hadamard matrices constructed according to (54), for
each k, nt,k,1, nt,k,2, . . . , nt,k,Nt/2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Mt/2} need to be different from each other, and
nr,k,1, nr,k,2, . . . , nr,k,Nr/2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Mr/2} need to be different from each other. In addition,
to satisfy condition (44), for each k 6= l, it should be satisfied that {nt,k,1, nt,k,2, . . . , nt,k,Nt/2} ∩
{nt,l,1, nt,l,2, . . . , nt,l,Nt/2} = ∅ or {nr,k,1, nr,k,2, . . . , nr,k,Nt/2} ∩ {nr,l,1, nr,l,2, . . . , nr,l,Nt/2} = ∅.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical simulations to evaluate the performance of mmWave
massive MIMO synchronization with the proposed omnidirectional precoding and combining
approach. The BS has Mt = 64 antennas and the UT has Mr = 16 antennas. The number of
channel paths in (3) is set as P = 1 or P = 4. For both of these two cases, the arrival and
departure angles θr,p and θt,p of each path in (3) randomly take values in [0, 1], and the average
gain of each path in (6) is βp = 1/P . The temporal correlation coefficient in (7) is generated
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as ψk,l = J0(2pifdTs|k− l|) with fd = vfc/c [34]–[36], where J0(·) denotes the Bessel function
of the first kind, v = 30 km/h denotes the velocity of the UT, fc = 30 GHz denotes the carrier
frequency, c = 3×108 m/s denotes the speed of light, and Ts = 0.5 ms denotes the time interval
between two adjacent synchronization time slots. The length of the synchronization signal Xk
is L = 64. We simulate total 500 drops to generate the arrival and departure angles θr,p and
θt,p of each path in [0, 1] randomly. In each drop, the arrival and departure angles are fixed, and
only fast fading are considered. The total number of time slots is 10000 for each drop. The final
performance curves are the average results of drops and time slots.
First, we consider the case with K = 1, i.e., the UT utilizes the received signal at K = 1
time slot to synchronize with the BS. This corresponds to the scenario with a short latency time
and a relatively low success probability for initial synchronization. We compare the performance
between three different precoding and combining approaches, including: 1) omnidirectional pre-
coding and omnidirectional combining proposed in this paper; 2) quasi-omnidirectional precoding
and omnidirectional combining; 3) random precoding and random combining. For Approach 1,
we let N (1)t = N
(1)
r = 2. The precoding and combining matrices are generated according to (55)
and (56), where nt,k,1 = nr,k,1 = 1, nt,k,2 = Mt/2, nr,k,2 = Mr/2, and k = 1 since K = 1.
For Approach 2, we let N (2)t = 1 and N
(2)
r = 2. The precoding vector is set as a ZC sequence
of length 64, and the combining matrix is the same as that in Approach 1. For Approach 3,
we let N (3)t = N
(3)
r = 1. All the entries in the precoding and combining vectors have constant
amplitudes and i.i.d. U(0, 2pi) phases. To guarantee fair comparison, we let the FA probabilities
of all these three approaches be equal to 10−4. This can be achieved by letting PFA = 10−4 in (46)
and then obtaining the corresponding threshold values γ(1), γ(2), γ(3) for these three approaches
respectively.
The MD probabilities with respect to the SNR value for the above three approaches obtained
from (24) are presented in Figs. 2 and 3. It can be observed that Approach 1, denoted as
“omni precoding, omni combining”, has the best performance. This is because it can guarantee
perfect omnidirectional coverage at both of the BS and UT sides, hence there is no transmission
power fluctuation with respect to spatial angle directions. Since a ZC sequence is used as
the precoding vector and random sequences are used as the precoding and combining vectors
therein, Approaches 2 and 3, denoted as “omni combining, quasi-omni precoding” and “random
combining, random precoding”, have transmission power nulls and fluctuation in spatial angle
directions. This will lead to performance loss when the nulls or the angle directions with relatively
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low power align with the channel paths. Moreover, for the case with P = 4 in Fig. 3, the
performance curve of Approach 1 has a larger slope than the other two approaches. This is
because the maximum achievable diversity order of Approach 1 is N (1)r N
(1)
t K = 4. When
the actual channel has P = 4 paths, this diversity order can be exploited. Also note that the
maximum achievable diversity orders of the other two approaches are N (2)r N
(2)
t K = 2 and
N
(3)
r N
(3)
t K = 1, respectively. The relatively high SNR in Figs. 2 and 3 is because the UT needs
to synchronize with the BS in a very short latency time (KT = 0.5 ms). This will obviously
lead to poor synchronization performance. These two figures are mainly used to demonstrate
that in the scenario with a short latency time and a relatively low success probability for initial
synchronization, our proposed approach is superior to other existing approaches. In Figs. 4 and
5, where the latency time is relatively large (KT = 32 ms), the resulting SNR will be relatively
low.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of MD probability between different precoding and combining approaches, where K = 1 and P = 1.
Then, we consider the case with K = 64, i.e., the UT utilizes the received signals at K = 64
time slots to synchronize with the BS. This corresponds to the scenario with a long latency time
and a relatively high success probability of initial synchronization. We compare the performance
between three different precoding and combining approaches, including: 1) omnidirectional
precoding and omnidirectional combining proposed in this paper; 2) beam-sweeping precoding
and omnidirectional combining; 3) random precoding and random combining. For Approach 1,
we let N (1)t = N
(1)
r = 2, and the precoding and combining matrices are generated according
to (55) and (56), where nt,k,1 = ((k))Mt/2, nt,k,2 = ((k))Mt/2 + Mt/2, nr,k,1 = ((k))Mr/2,
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Fig. 3. Comparison of MD probability between different precoding and combining approaches, where K = 1 and P = 4.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of MD probability between different precoding and combining approaches, where K = 64 and P = 1.
nr,k,2 = ((k))Mr/2 + Mr/2, and k = 1, 2, . . . , 64 since K = 64. For Approach 2, we let
N
(2)
t = 1 and N
(2)
r = 2. The combining matrix is the same with that in Approach 1, and the
precoding vector is set as the columns of a 64×64 discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix, i.e.,
1√
64
[1, ej2pik/64, . . . , ej2pi63k/64]T for k = 1, 2, . . . , 64. For Approach 3, we let N (3)t = N
(3)
r = 1,
and all the entries in the precoding and combining vectors at each time slot have constant
amplitudes and i.i.d. U(0, 2pi) phases. The FA probabilities of all these three approaches are set
as 10−4.
The MD probabilities with respect to the SNR value for the above three approaches obtained
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Fig. 5. Comparison of MD probability between different precoding and combining approaches, where K = 64 and P = 4.
from (24) are presented in Figs. 4 and 5. In Fig. 4, where the number of channel paths is P = 1,
it can be observed that Approach 2, denoted as “beam-sweeping precoding, omni combining”,
has a very poor performance. This is because it use narrow beams towards different spatial
angle directions in total K = 64 time slots to guarantee omnidirectional coverage at the BS
side. When there is only 1 channel path, the narrow beam could align with this path only at
one time slot. At the other K − 1 = 63 time slots, the UT will receive little signal power. This
implies that the effective channel between the BS and UT over the total K = 64 time slots
will include 1 very strong component and 63 nearly zero components. Hence its time diversity
order is only 1. As a comparison, Approach 1, denoted as “omni precoding, omni combining”,
can guarantee omnidirectional coverage at every time slot. Therefore, the effective channel over
the total K = 64 time slots will include 64 weak components, and time diversity order 64 can
be exploited. In addition, for Approach 3, denoted as “random precoding, random combining”,
the random precoding and combining vectors therein generate neither a perfect omnidirectional
beam as Approach 1, nor a single narrow beam as Approach 2. Its performance is between
those of Approaches 1 and 2. In Fig. 5, where the number of channel paths is P = 4, it can
be observed that Approach 2 shows a better performance (larger slope) than that in Fig. 4. This
is because when there are P = 4 paths having different spatial angles, the narrow beam could
probably align with one of these 4 paths at 4 time slots. Therefore, the effective channel between
the BS and UT over the total K = 64 time slots will include 4 relatively strong components
and 60 nearly zero components. Hence time diversity order 4 can be obtained. Moreover, it has
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to be noted that in Section IV-B when we analyze the effect of the precoding and combining
matrices to the MD probability, we use the asymptotic MD probability (29) obtained at relatively
high SNR (low MD probability) regime. This means that our proposed Approach 1 is preferable
when the MD probability is low. In Fig. 5, we notice that when the SNR value is −20 dB, i.e.,
the MD probability is high (greater than 10−1), the performance of Approach 2 is better than
that of Approach 1. However, in practice, the MD probability should be low enough. Otherwise
the synchronization may fail and the communication system may not work. Therefore, the low
MD probability regime is relevant to practical applications, and our proposed Approach 1 shows
significant performance gain in this regime.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed an omnidirectional precoding and omnidirectional combining approach
for mmWave massive MIMO synchronization. We demonstrated two basic requirements for the
precoding and combining matrices, including that all the entries therein should have constant
amplitude, and the transmission power averaged over the total K time slots should be constant
for any spatial direction. Then, by utilizing the GLRT based synchronization detector, we
analyzed the effect of the precoding and combining matrices to the MD probability and the
FA probability, respectively, and present the corresponding conditions that should be satisfied.
It is shown that, both of the precoding and combining matrices should guarantee perfectly
omnidirectional coverage at each time slot, to minimize the asymptotic MD probability under
the single-path channel. Since such omnidirectional precoding matrices and omnidirectional
combining matrices exist only when both of the number of transmit streams and the number of
receive streams are equal to or greater than two, we utilized Golay complementary pairs and
Golay-Hadamard matrices to design the precoding and combining matrices. Simulation results
verify the effectiveness of the propose approach.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
With (1) and under hypothesis H1, the logarithm of the probability density function (PDF) of
the observed signal over K synchronization time slots can be expressed as
ln f(Y(τ)|H1,G, ν) = −KLNr ln(piν)− L
K∑
k=1
ln det(FHk Fk)
− 1
ν
K∑
k=1
tr((Yk(τ)−GkXk)(Yk(τ)−GkXk)H(FHk Fk)−1) (57)
where Y(τ) = [Y1(τ),Y2(τ), . . . ,YK(τ)] and G = [G1,G2, . . . ,GK ]. It is easy to show that
max
G,ν
f(Y(τ)|H1,G, ν) = −L
K∑
k=1
ln det(FHk Fk)−KLNr
−KLNr ln
(
pi
KLNr
K∑
k=1
tr((Yk(τ)Y
H
k (τ)−Yk(τ)XHk (XkXHk )−1XkYHk (τ))(FHk Fk)−1)
)
.
(58)
Similarly, under hypothesis H0, we can have
max
ν
ln f(Y(τ)|H0, ν) = −L
K∑
k=1
ln det(FHk Fk)−KLNr
−KLNr ln
(
pi
KLNr
K∑
k=1
tr(Yk(τ)Y
H
k (τ)(F
H
k Fk)
−1)
)
. (59)
Finally, with (58) and (59), we can express (18) as
T ′(τ) = max
G,ν
ln f(Y(τ)|H1,G, ν)−max
ν
ln f(Y(τ)|H0, ν)
= −KLNr ln
(
1−
∑K
k=1 tr(Yk(τ)X
H
k (XkX
H
k )
−1XkYHk (τ)(F
H
k Fk)
−1)∑K
k=1 tr(Yk(τ)Y
H
k (τ)(F
H
k Fk)
−1)
)
H1
≷
H0
γ′,
and it is equivalent to (19) with variable substitution γ = 1− exp (− γ′
KLNr
)
.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2 AND 3
First, we derive the probability of MD. Note that although we assume Xk is unitary in (2), the
derivation below can also be applied to the more general non-unitary case. Define the following
matrix
X˜k = (XkX
H
k )
−1/2Xk. (60)
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It can be verified that X˜k ∈ CNt×L satisfies
X˜kX˜
H
k = (XkX
H
k )
−1/2XkXHk (XkX
H
k )
−1/2 = INt . (61)
Then define another matrix X˜⊥k ∈ C(L−Nt)×L satisfying[
X˜⊥k
X˜k
][
X˜⊥k
X˜k
]H
=
[
IL−Nt 0
0 INt
]
= IL, (62)
i.e., X˜⊥k and X˜k constitute an L× L unitary matrix. With the property of unitary matrices, we
can also write (62) as [
X˜⊥k
X˜k
]H[
X˜⊥k
X˜k
]
= IL. (63)
With (1) and under hypothesis H1, we have
(FHk Fk)
−1/2Yk(τ) = (FHk Fk)
−1/2(GkXk + FHk Zk) = G˜kX˜k + Z˜k (64)
where the last equality is from (60), and
G˜k = (F
H
k Fk)
−1/2Gk(XkXHk )
1/2 (65)
Z˜k = (F
H
k Fk)
−1/2FHk Zk. (66)
Since Zk is with i.i.d. CN (0, ν) entries, Z˜k in (66) is also with i.i.d. CN (0, ν) entries. Then we
have
(FHk Fk)
−1/2Yk(τ)YHk (τ)(F
H
k Fk)
−1/2 = (G˜kX˜k + Z˜k)
[
X˜⊥k
X˜k
]H[
X˜⊥k
X˜k
]
(G˜kX˜k + Z˜k)
H
= [Z˜kX˜
⊥H
k , G˜k + Z˜kX˜
H
k ][Z˜kX˜
⊥H
k , G˜k + Z˜kX˜
H
k ]
H = Zk,1Z
H
k,1 + (G˜k + Zk,2)(G˜k + Zk,2)
H
(67)
where the first equality is from (64) and (63), the second equality is from (62), Zk,1 = Z˜kX˜⊥Hk ∈
CNr×(L−Nt) and Zk,2 = Z˜kX˜Hk ∈ CNr×Nt are both with i.i.d. CN (0, ν) entries. In addition, we
have
(FHk Fk)
−1/2Yk(τ)XHk (XkX
H
k )
−1XkYHk (τ)(F
H
k Fk)
−1/2
= (G˜kX˜k + Z˜k)X˜
H
k X˜k(G˜kX˜k + Z˜k)
H = (G˜k + Zk,2)(G˜k + Zk,2)
H (68)
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where the first equality is from (64) and (60), and the last equality is from (61). Therefore, with
(68) and (67), the test statistic T in (19) under hypothesis H1 can be expressed as
T (τ)|H1 =
∑K
k=1 tr((G˜k + Zk,2)(G˜k + Zk,2)
H)∑K
k=1 tr(Zk,1Z
H
k,1 + (G˜k + Zk,2)(G˜k + Zk,2)
H)
=
∑K
k=1 ‖(L/Nt)1/2(FHk Fk)−1/2FHk HkWk + Zk,2‖2F∑K
k=1 (‖Zk,1‖2F + ‖(L/Nt)1/2(FHk Fk)−1/2FHk HkWk + Zk,2‖2F)
(69)
where the last equality is with (65) and (2). Note that in (69) it always holds that (FHk Fk)
−1/2FHk ·
Fk(F
H
k Fk)
−1/2 = INr for any Fk with full column rank. Hence we can rewrite (69) as
T (τ)|H1 =
∑K
k=1 ‖(L/Nt)1/2FHk HkWk + Zk,2‖2F∑K
k=1 (‖Zk,1‖2F + ‖(L/Nt)1/2FHk HkWk + Zk,2‖2F)
(70)
for notational simplicity, where Fk satisfies FHk Fk = INr . Since T < γ is equivalent to
T
1−T <
γ
1−γ , the MD probability (20) can be expressed as (22) according to (70).
To derive the FA probability, we can let Hk = 0 in (70), yielding the test statistic T under
hypothesis H0
T |H0 =
∑K
k=1 ‖Zk,2‖2F∑K
k=1(‖Zk,1‖2F + ‖Zk,2‖2F)
.
Therefore, the FA probability (21) can be expressed as (45).
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
First, we derive the characteristic function (CF) and the nth non-central moment of X , which
will be used latter. For xm ∼ CN (0, λm), Xm = |xm|2 follows exponential distribution and the
CF of Xm is
ϕXm(ω) = E{e−jωXm} =
1
1 + jλmω
.
Then, the CF of X =
∑M
m=1Xm is
ϕX(ω) = E{e−jωX} =
M∏
m=1
ϕXm(ω) =
M∏
m=1
1
1 + jλmω
. (71)
Let fX(x) denote the PDF of X . According to the relation between CF and PDF
ϕX(ω) =
∫ ∞
0
fX(x)e
−jωxdx, (72)
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we have
dnϕX(ω)
dωn
= (−j)n
∫ ∞
0
xnfX(x)e
−jωxdx.
Therefore,
E{Xn} =
∫ ∞
0
xnfX(x)dx = (−j)−nd
nϕX(ω)
dωn
∣∣∣∣
ω=0
. (73)
With the general Leibniz rule, the nth derivative of ϕX(ω) is
dnϕX(ω)
dωn
=
dn
dωn
(
M∏
m=1
1
1 + jλmω
)
=
∑
k1+k2+···+kM=n
(
n
k1, k2, . . . , kM
) M∏
m=1
dkm
dωkm
(
1
1 + jλmω
)
=
∑
k1+k2+···+kM=n
n!
k1!k2! · · · kM !
M∏
m=1
(−jλm)kmkm!
(1 + jλmω)km+1
= (−j)nn!
∑
k1+k2+···+kM=n
M∏
m=1
λkmm
(1 + jλmω)km+1
(74)
where each km is a non-negative integer. Substituting (74) into (73) yields
E{Xn} = n!
∑
k1+k2+···+kM=n
M∏
m=1
λkmm . (75)
Then, we derive the asymptotic value for the CDF of X/Y . Since X and Y are independent
with each other, we have
P
{
X
Y
< t
}
= P{X < tY } =
∫ ∞
0
fY (y)
∫ ty
0
fX(x)dxdy. (76)
To derive the asymptotic value of (76) when t is small, we use (71) to obtain the Taylor series
expansion of ϕX(ω) at 1/(jω) = 0
ϕX(ω) =
1
(jω)M
M∏
m=1
1
1/jω + λm
=
1
(jω)M
∞∑
k=0
ak
(jω)k
where
ak =
∑
k1+k2···+kM=k
1
k1!k2! · · · kM !
M∏
m=1
(−1)km
λkm+1m
. (77)
Then the PDF of X is
fX(x) =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
ϕX(ω)e
jωxdω =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
1
(jω)M
∞∑
k=0
ak
(jω)k
ejωxdω = u(x) ·
∞∑
k=0
akx
M+k−1
(M + k − 1)!
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where u(x) denotes the unit step function, i.e., u(x) = 1 when x ≥ 0 and u(x) = 0 when x < 0.
Then we have ∫ ty
−∞
fX(x)dx =
∫ ty
0
∞∑
k=0
akx
M+k−1
(M + k − 1)!dx =
∞∑
k=0
ak(ty)
M+k
(M + k)!
and hence
P
{
X
Y
< t
}
=
∫ ∞
0
fY (y)
∫ ty
0
∞∑
k=0
akx
M+k−1
(M + k − 1)!dxdy =
∫ ∞
−∞
fY (y)
∞∑
k=0
ak(ty)
M+k
(M + k)!
dy
=
∞∑
k=0
akt
M+kE{yM+k}
(M + k)!
=
∞∑
k=0
akt
M+k
∑
l1+l2+···+lN=M+k
N∏
n=1
σlnn
≈ a0tM
∑
l1+l2+···+lN=M
N∏
n=1
σlnn , when t is small, (78)
where the last equality is with (75). Substituting (77) with k = 0 into (78) yields (28).
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